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Dual topologyMembrane protein folding and topogenesis are tuned to a given lipid proﬁle since lipids and proteins have co-
evolved to follow a set of interdependent rules governing ﬁnal protein topological organization. Transmembrane
domain (TMD) topology is determined via a dynamic process in which topogenic signals in the nascent protein
are recognized and interpreted initially by the translocon followed by a given lipid proﬁle in accordance with the
Positive Inside Rule. The net zero charged phospholipid phosphatidylethanolamine and other neutral lipids
dampen the translocation potential of negatively charged residues in favor of the cytoplasmic retention potential
of positively charged residues (Charge Balance Rule). This explainswhy positively charged residues aremore po-
tent topological signals than negatively charged residues. Dynamic changes in orientation of TMDsduring or after
membrane insertion are attributed tonon-sequential cooperative and collective lipid–protein charge interactions
as well as long-term interactionswithin a protein. The proportion of dual topological conformers of a membrane
protein varies in a dose responsivemanner with changes in themembrane lipid composition not only in vivo but
also in vitro and therefore is determined by the membrane lipid composition. Switching between two opposite
TMD topologies can occur in either direction in vivo and also in liposomes (designated as ﬂiposomes) indepen-
dent of any other cellular factors. Such lipid-dependent post-insertional reversibility of TMDorientation indicates
a thermodynamically driven process that can occur at any time and in any cell membrane driven by changes in
the lipid composition. This dynamic view of protein topological organization inﬂuenced by the lipid environment
reveals previously unrecognized possibilities for cellular regulation and understanding of disease states resulting
frommis-folded proteins. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Protein trafﬁcking and secretion in bacte-
ria. Guest Editors: Anastassios Economou and Ross Dalbey.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
A common architectural feature of polytopic α-helical membrane
proteins is theirmembrane topology, i.e. the number of transmembrane
domains (TMDs) and their orientation with respect to the plane of
the membrane lipid bilayer. A central question in the generation of
membrane protein topology (topogenesis) is how a given protein se-
quencewill orient itself and fold in a given lipid environment. This prob-
lem is a fundamental aspect of membrane protein biogenesis. Thetidylethanolamine; PG, phos-
e; DAG, diacylglycerol; CL,
e; PC, phosphatidylcholine; PI,
l; GlcGlcDAG, diglucosyl diacyl-
mease; GabP, γ-aminobutyrate
fﬁcking and secretion in bacteria.
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ights reserved.orientation of transmembrane α-helices is a prerequisite for correct
three-dimensional assembly of bundles of TMDs with proper tertiary
contacts and exposure of extramembrane domains (EMDs) on the phys-
iologically relevant side of the membrane.
The topology of a polytopic membrane protein is determined by a
complex interplay between the topogenic signals residing within the
protein sequence, the interaction of the protein with the translocon
and insertionmachinery, short-range and long-range interactionswith-
in the protein and the ﬁnal environment of the protein largely deter-
mined by membrane lipid composition. The nascent polypeptide chain
is ﬁrst directed to and inserted into the membrane by the targeting
and translocation machinery. Final protein organization is determined
by interaction of the protein with itself, the aqueous extra-membrane
environment, the charged membrane surface, and speciﬁc hydrophilic
(head groups) and hydrophobic (fatty acids) domains of the lipids
that make up the membrane bilayer. Although some topogenic signals
within polytopicmembrane proteins have been identiﬁed, the interpre-
tation of these signals by the membrane insertion machinery and the
lipid bilayer are not fully understood. For the vast majority of proteins
a unique and stable topological organization is established during initial
TMD insertion. However, some topological decisions in response to the
local lipid environment appear to be made after initial bilayer insertion,
during late folding events or even after initial folding into a compact
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play dual topological organization either in the same membrane or for
the same protein in different membrane locations within the same
cell. How such dual topology is generated and where such topological
decisions are made are largely unknown.
After a brief review of membrane protein biogenesis, the focus will
be on the role of the lipid bilayer in membrane protein topogenesis
whereinwe propose the Charge Balance Rule as an extension of the Pos-
itive Inside Rule.
2. Membrane protein biogenesis
The initial topological decision of how to orient a TMD appears to be
made by the translocon (Fig. 1A). Overall hydrophobicity of individual
protein domains is the primary driving force for membrane integrationFig. 1. Summary of factors determiningmembrane protein topogenesis and folding. (A) Initial o
the SecY translocon channel. (B) The features of polytopicmembrane proteins and biological m
hydrophobicity: Light Blue indicates average hydrophobicity; Black indicates above average hyd
overall hydrophobicity with initial orientation determined within the translocon channel (#1)
pology are inﬂuenced by negatively charged residues present in high numbers (#3), ﬂanking a
(#5) as well as themembrane potential (#7). After exit from the translocon into the lipid bilaye
may become EMDs (#8), highly hydrophobic TMDs stabilize neighboring TMDs of low hydrop
conﬂicting signals can provide dynamicmolecular hinges between independently folding doma
EMDs in eukaryotic cells (#13) can prevent transmembrane shufﬂing by the translocon. Finally,
organization during initial membrane insertion as well as after folding of membrane proteins.efﬁciency (Fig. 1B, #1) due to the energetically favorable partitioning of
TMDs into the lipid bilayer [1,2]. The correlation between the free ener-
gy value for such partitioning of model peptides measured in isolated
cell membranes and liposomes provided the evidence that membrane
protein insertion is thermodynamically rather than kinetically con-
trolled. Such insertion is driven by protein–lipid rather than protein–
protein interactions [3–5]. However, the orientation of TMDs in the
lipid bilayer is the result of several other factors described below.
2.1. Positive Inside Rule
Membrane protein topology appears to be primarily determined by
charged residues in the EMDs ﬂanking hydrophobic TMDs and can be
described in most cases by the statistically derived and experimentally
conﬁrmed Positive Inside Rule (Fig. 1B, #2) [6,7]. This rule is based onrientation according to the Positive Inside Rule of a nascent two-TMD hairpin is shown in
embranes that inﬂuence folding and ﬁnal TMD topology. TMDs are color coded for relative
rophobicity; Beige indicates low hydrophobicity. Insertion efﬁciency of a TMD is driven by
by the Positive Inside Rule (#2) or Charge Difference Rule (#6). Orientation and ﬁnal to-
marginally hydrophobic TMD (#4) or that lie at the end of a highly hydrophobic domain
r, topology is subject to interactionswithin the protein where TMDs of low hydrophobicity
hobicity (#9), or charged TMDs form salt bridges in the lipid bilayer (#10). Domains with
ins (#8 and #11). Rapid, stable folding of an EMD (#12) or co-translational glycosylation of
lipid–protein interactions dictated by the Charge Balance Rule (#14) determine topological
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across the membrane as compared to those translocated across the
membrane. Indeed positively charged residues are 4-times more abun-
dant on the cytoplasmic side of membranes versus the trans side [8]. In
most cases the precise position of the charge is unimportant with the
contribution of charges being additive while the density of the charges
within a net positively charged domain does matter [9].
Although the Positive Inside Rule discounts the importance of nega-
tively charged residues, the rule is not absolute since positively and neg-
atively charged amino acids are found on both sides of membranes [8].
EMDs with a net negative charge are found on the cytoplasmic side of
themembrane [10]. Negatively charged residues appear to be topological-
ly active as translocation signals if they are present in high numbers
(Fig. 1B, #3) [11], ﬂank a marginally hydrophobic TMD (Fig. 1B, #4) [12]
or lie within an uninterrupted window of seven ﬂanking residues from
the end of a highly hydrophobic TMD (Fig. 1B, #5) [13]. Several negatively
charged residues are required to translocate a cytoplasmic domain with
even a single positively charged residue [11]. However, the topological ef-
fect of positively charged residues can still be attenuated [14] or even
overridden by negatively charged residues in a position-speciﬁc manner
for bacterial [9,13] and eukaryotic membrane proteins [15].
Although there are exceptions to the Positive Inside Rule, the orien-
tation of most TMDs can be simply determined by the presence of pos-
itively charged residues in EMDs. However, it is not clearwhen and how
positively charged residues exert their effect on topology and why they
are retained in the cytosol. What determines the relative potency of
positive andnegative charges and their effectiveness in TMDorientation
are not completely understood. It is also not clear why positively
charged residues are generally dominant retention signals over nega-
tively charged residues (acting as translocation signals) under physio-
logical conditions.
2.2. Charge Difference Rule
Despite the fact that positive-inside bias also appears to be true for
most eukaryoticmembrane proteins, thenet electrical charge difference
between EMDs ﬂanking a TMD (more positive on the cytosolic side) has
been shown statistically to correlate with domain orientation [16]. This
Charge Difference Rule (Fig. 1B, #6) differs from the Positive Inside Rule
by giving positive and negative charges equal topological strength. If
this hypothesis is correct, the orientation of TMDs should be affected
by altering the charge balance surrounding a TMD. Indeed this effect
was demonstrated for single spanning hybrid chimeric constructs in
yeast [17] and Escherichia coli [18]. These results clearly demonstrate
that a monotopic transmembrane protein can be engineered to adopt
either of the two opposite TMD orientations and that charge balance
around the TMD is a determinant of orientation. However, for a
polytopic membrane protein the charge difference across the ﬁrst
TMD only dictates its initial orientation and does not affect the topology
of downstream regions [19] demonstrating that the subsequent down-
stream TMDs and EMDs possess essential topological information.
Therefore, direct application of this rule to polytopic membrane pro-
teins is complicated by the collective interactions between multiple
TMDs and EMDs.
2.3. Sequential versus non-sequential mode of topogenesis
According to the sequential model of TMD topogenesis, the most N-
terminal sequence deﬁnes its own orientation as well as the orientations
of all subsequent TMDs in alternating orientations [16]. However, deletion
of one TMD of the E. coli lactose permease (LacY) [20] or maltose trans-
porter (MalF) [21] and perturbation of the orientation of N-terminal
TMDof the tetracycline/H+antiporter (TetA) [22] did not affect the topol-
ogy of downstreamTMDs. The inversion of the charge difference between
EMDs ﬂanking the ﬁrst TMDof the glucose transporter (Glut1) prevented
its insertionbut did not affect the topologyof the rest of themolecule [19].Therefore the insertion of TMDs does not proceed sequentially in a strictly
linear manner from the N- to the C-terminus. This opens the possibility
for non-sequential insertion mechanisms, where interactions between
neighboring and distant TMDs or re-orientation of TMDs after the inser-
tion process determine the ﬁnal topology.
Indeed, posttranslational reorientation of eukaryotic, bacterial and
viralmembrane proteins is not unprecedented. A TMD is not committed
to a ﬁnal topology after initiation of insertion and may reorient as pro-
tein synthesis continues [23] or until further reorientation is blocked
by glycosylation [24]. Viral hepatitis C protein NS4B [25] and human
aquaporin 1 [23] TMDs are initially inserted in one orientation and
then ﬂip following synthesis of the remainder of the protein or during
post-translational maturation.
2.4. Topological determinants
2.4.1. Translocon
The translocon (Fig. 1A) provides the permissive hydrophilic envi-
ronment required for concurrent TMD insertion and distribution of
the ﬂanking EMDs with different net charges to the extramembrane
space [26]. The conserved charged residues in Sec61p, a subunit of the
yeast Sec-translocon, are involved in the initial orientation of a TMD ac-
cording to the Positive Inside Rule [27]; a negatively charged residue
(Glu382) lies near the cytoplasmic end of the channel while positively
charged residues (Arg67 and Arg74) lie closer to the trans end of the
channel. The appropriate presentation of oppositely charged residues
to the translocon channel according the Positive Inside Rule may in
part be explained by the relative time for completion of translocation
of TMDs with different ﬂanking charges [28]. Reduction in the rate of
translocation of TMDswith a high content of positively charged residues
in ﬂanking EMDs allows for a longer time for TMDs to properly orient
before release from the translocon. Negatively charged residues have
minor effects on translocation delay.
2.4.2. Membrane potential
Another factor, which may be involved in interpretation of the Pos-
itive Inside Rule, is the electrochemical membrane potential (Fig. 1B,
#7). The positive outward potential in most bacteria introduces an
asymmetry that may act electrophoretically to translocate negatively
charged EMDs [29,30] and retain positively charged EMDs [31] during
membrane integration especiallywhen the hydrophobicity of an associ-
ated TMD is low [12]. In E. coli the dissipation of themembrane potential
by a protonophore renders negatively and positively charged residues
topologically equivalent [29]. However, the retention of positive charges
in the cytoplasm cannot be determined solely by membrane potential
since the Positive Inside Rule is still obeyed in the obligate acidophilic
bacterium Sulfolobus acidocaldarius, which has a negative outward
membrane potential [32]. In addition the endoplasmic reticulummem-
brane potential is nearly zero [17].
In principle TMD orientation could be achieved either by the active
electrophoreticmovement of negatively charged loops across themem-
brane or by passive prevention of translocation of positively charged
EMDs through electrostatic interactions with the negative charge of
the membrane surface due to phospholipid head groups [17,32–34].
Therefore, the topogenic strength of charged residues may be due to a
combination of both electrostatic and electrophoretic effects acting on
oppositely charged amino acid residues. The role of lipid–protein charge
interactions and membrane potential in determining ﬁnal protein to-
pology appears to be more complex than originally proposed as will
be discussed below.
2.4.3. Making topological decisions: how, where and when?
It is not clear how (what cellular topological determinants are in-
volved), where (locally or globally within a protein itself or either with-
in or outside of the translocon) and when (co- or post-translationally,
during late folding events or after ﬁnal folding) positively charged
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not inserted directly and spontaneously into the membrane, but their
insertion is guided by the protein-conducting channel of the translocon
aided by insertase complexes (YidC or membrane protein insertase
(MPIase)) [35,36]. As TMDs enter the lipid bilayer after lateral release
from the translocon, short-range protein–protein interactions (with at
least two known insertases), short-range lipid–protein interactions
and long-range interhelical interactionswithin inserted proteins collec-
tively govern topological and folding events resulting in a ﬁnal compact
native structure.
Early dogma assumed that the ﬁnal topology of integral membrane
proteins is determined at the time of insertion of TMDs into membrane.
However, the nascent polypeptide is not committed to a ﬁnal topology
even after initiation of membrane insertion and can transiently adopt
alternative or mixed topologies in order to be properly exposed to the
lipid bilayer and extramembrane space [37]. A newly synthesized
TMD can dynamically reorient within the translocon pore in search of
the most energetically favorable organization. Although perhaps ﬂexi-
ble and able to oligomerize [38], the single protein-conducting channel
would be too small to accommodate more than a singleα-helix domain
or possibly one TMD hairpin [39]. Protein segments of 80 or more resi-
dues would be sterically unable to reorient themselves within the
translocon [40]. Therefore, the contribution of the translocon inmaking
a topological decision is limited by time [37], the number of TMDs ac-
commodated by the pore and the diameter of the translocation pore
[41,42], which is still amatter of debate [38]. Since post-translational re-
arrangement of TMD topology or reorientation of several TMDs is not
unprecedented [23,25], a nascent domain may be released from the
translocon into the surrounding lipid bilayer prior to any ﬁnal commit-
ment of TMD orientation.
2.4.4. Conﬂicting topogenic sequences and violation of topological rules
Competition between opposing topogenic signals and dynamic
short- and long-range interactions between nascent TMDs and their ad-
jacent EMDs may inﬂuence either initial or ﬁnal topology resulting in
unexpected topological organizations. The topogenic effect of positively
charged residues can be bypassed by closely spaced negatively charged
residues [13], negatively charged residues present in high numbers [11],
the presence of an unusually long TMD [43] or highly hydrophobic
TMDs [44].
Although hydrophobicity is the predominant factor determining
insertion efﬁciency, the application of the TMD tendency scale to
whole genomic data revealed an overlap of TMDs and EMDs in the
“semihydrophobic” range [45]. This raises the possibility that a signiﬁ-
cant number of proteins have domains that can be either TMDs or
EMDs depending on the properties of the remaining protein. TMDs
with low hydrophobicity do not exert strong stop-transfer function
andmay endup as an EMD (Fig. 1B, #8) [46]. Alternatively, a less hydro-
phobic domain can be forced to adopt a transmembrane orientation due
to dominant insertion of neighboring hydrophobic domains (Fig. 1B,
#9) or by formation of salt bridges with other TMDs (Fig. 1B, #10).
Even hydrophobic domains can be forced to form mini-loops [47] that
insert into but do not traverse the membrane due to changes in the
lipid environment [48] or the properties of neighboring domains [42].
Such conﬂicting topogenic sequences can provide a “molecular hinge”
between independently folding multiple membrane spanning domains
(Fig. 1B #8 and #11), which exist as multiple topological conformers or
interconvert between two topological conformers in response to chang-
es in the lipid environment as will be discussed later.
3. Systematic alteration of membrane lipid composition
As extensively reviewed [49,50], the combined inner and outer
membranes of Gram-negative bacteria such as E. coli are composed of
three major phospholipids: zwitterionic phosphatidylethanolamine
(PE, 70–80%) and anionic phosphatidylglycerol (PG, 20–25%) pluscardiolipin (CL, 5–10%). Given that the inner leaﬂet of the outer mem-
brane of E. coli is about 90% PE, the inner membrane contains near
equal amounts of zwitterionic and anionic phospholipids. The phospho-
lipid composition and the ratio of zwitterionic to anionic phospholipids
remain quite constant over a wide range of growth conditions. Other
bacteria each have their own unique lipid composition including a
wide spectrum of zwitterionic, anionic, uncharged and even cationic
lipids [51]. Eukaryotic cells from single cell organisms to mammals
display a much more complex mixture of membrane lipids with the
added variable of cell and individual internal organelle membranes
with signiﬁcantly different lipid compositions [52]. In each membrane
of the latter, dynamic temporal changes occur in local lipid environ-
ments. Except for mitochondrial membrane proteins, the majority of
the remaining membrane proteins are ﬁrst inserted into the endoplas-
mic reticulum membrane and then transported to their resident mem-
brane by vesicular transport processes. Thus eukaryotic membrane
proteins are exposed to a dynamically changing lipid environment dur-
ing intracellular trafﬁcking.
In order to uncover the role of lipids inmembrane protein assembly,
structure and function, methods for systematically changing lipid com-
position were developed [50,53]. Although genetic manipulation of eu-
karyotic lipid composition is possible, the presence of most lipids in all
organelles, except the unique localization of CL to themitochondria, re-
sults in complex pleiotropic effects and cell death. Bacteria are much
more accommodating to large changes in membrane lipid composition
generally resulting in compromised but viable mutants with altered
membrane lipid composition (Fig. 2A). However, even in the latter
case changes in lipid composition results in pleiotropic effects so that
any direct involvement of a lipid in a cellular process must be veriﬁed
by in vitro reconstitution studies. Given the vast information on lipid
synthesis coupled with extensive studies onmembrane protein synthe-
sis and assembly, E. coli is an ideal vehicle to study the role of lipids in
membrane protein synthesis, structure and function [50,53].
The phospholipid biosynthetic pathway and the genes responsible
for encoding the respective biosynthetic enzymes are shown in
Fig. 2A. Interestingly, overproduction of any of these enzymes has little
effect on lipid composition. However, mutations in any step result in the
expected downstream loss of lipids (Fig. 2B). Null mutations prior to the
formation of CDP-diacylglycerol are lethal while null mutations in
downstream steps are viable under a set of deﬁned growth condi-
tions [50]. Complete elimination of CL (ΔclsABC) with an increase in
PG levels was only possible recently [54]. Such mutants are quite
healthy but do display some phenotypes that have not been studied in
detail. Complete lack of PG and CL (ΔpgsA) requires a genetic back-
ground with multiple suppressor mutations [55]. Such mutants also
still contain about 10% anionic phospholipidsmainly composed of phos-
phatidic acid (PA), CDP-diacylglycerol and N-acyl-PE [56], which com-
plicates deﬁning a role for anionic lipids via whole cell studies. Null
mutants in PE synthesis (Δpsd) lack PE but accumulate large amounts
of phosphatidylserine (PS),which appears to substitute for several func-
tions of PE [57]. However, ΔpssAmutants lack all amino-containing and
zwitterionic phospholipidswith the remainder being only anionic lipids
primarily composed of PG and CL. For viability these mutants require
medium containingmmolar levels of divalent cations (calcium,magne-
siumor strontium). They also lack the ability to growon μmolar levels of
lactose as a carbon source or in the absence of amino acid supplemented
minimal medium [58,59]. This latter defect is due to the inability to ef-
fect energy dependent uptake of several sugars and amino acids, as
will be discussed later.
Therefore, ΔpssAmutants are an ideal vehicle to study the role of PE
and the ratio of zwitterionic to anionic lipids in cell function. For the lat-
ter case, strains were developed in which the chromosomal pssA gene
was placed under exogenous expression control using the arabinose
synthesis (ParaB) or tetracycline resistance (Ptet) promoter [48,60,61].
Comparison of PE-containing and PE-lacking cells was used to analyze
cells at the two extremes of steady state lipid composition. Cells in
Fig. 2.Manipulating membrane phospholipid composition in vivo using E. coli. (A) Pathways native to E. coli are noted with blue arrows, and pathways resulting from foreign genes in-
troduced into E. coli are noted with red arrows [50]. Lipids are color coded as zwitterionic (blue), neutral (green), anionic (orange) or cationic (gray). The genes encoding the following
enzymes and associatedwith each biosynthetic step are listed next to the arrows: (1) CDP-diacylglycerol synthase; (2) PS synthase; (3) PS decarboxylase; (4) PGP synthase; (5) PGP phos-
phatases; (6) CL synthases; (7) PG:membrane derived oligosaccharide sn-glycerol-1-P transferase; (8) diacylglycerol kinase; (9) GlcDAG synthase (Acholeplasma laidlawii);
(10) GlcGlcDAG synthase (A. laidlawii); (11) PC synthase (Legionella pneumophila); (12) PI synthase (Saccharomyces cerevisiae); (13) N-Acyl PE synthase; (14) O-Acyl PG synthase; and
(15) O-Lysyl PG synthase (Staphylococcus aureus) utilizing Lysyl-tRNA as the lysine donor. (B) Lipid proﬁles displayed by thin layer chromatography of 32PO4-labeled E. coli mutants
with altered lipid compositions. Lane 1. AL95 (ΔpssA) has wild type phospholipid composition (80 mol% PE and 20 mol% PG plus CL) due to complementation by a plasmid (pDD72)
copy of the pssA gene that encodes the committed step to PE biosynthesis. Lane 2. AL95 is PE-lacking due to the null allele of the pssA gene and contains mainly CL and PG. Lane 3. Intro-
duction of themgs gene from A. laidlawii into strain AL95 results in 35 mol% GlcDAG. The remaining lipids are primarily PG (35 mol%) and CL (25 mol%). Lane 4. Introduction into AL95 of
themgs and dgs genes from A. laidlawii results in about 30–40 mol%GlcGlcDAGwith less than 1 mol%GlcDAG. Lane 5. Introduction into AL95 of the pcs gene from L. pneumophila results in
about 70 mol% PC with the remainder being PG (26 mol%) plus CL (2.5 mol%). Lane 6. UE54 carries a null allele of the pgsA gene encoding the committed step to PG and CL biosynthesis
making it devoid of PG and CL and containing about 90 mol% PE, 4 mol% PA and 3.2 mol% CDP-diacylglycerol. Lane 7. Introduction into AL95 of themprF gene from S. aureus results in about
60 mol% ofO-Lysyl-PG (LPG)with the remainder being PG (9 mol%) plus CL (30 mol%) and other minor lipids. Lane 8. Introduction of themprF gene into “wild-type” AL95/pDD72 results
in about 23 mol% of LPG, 44 mol% of PE, 11 mol% of PG and 22 mol% of CL.
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growth of cells at different inducer levels to study the effects at steady
state on membrane proteins of varying the ratio of PE to PG plus CL;
growth ﬁrst in the absence of inducer followed by addition of inducer
to study the effect of introduction of PE on fully assembled membrane
proteins; and growth in the presence of inducer followed by removal
of inducer to study the effect of PE depletion onmaturemembrane pro-
teins. In addition, E. coli strainswere developed, which express enzymes
from other bacteria that synthesize lipids not present in E. coli (Fig. 2A).
Since large changes inmembrane lipid composition affect multiple pro-
cesses (some direct and some indirect), it is important to carry out stud-
ies in reconstituted in vitro systems to isolate the point at which lipids
are directly involved in cell processes. For membrane protein synthesis,
assembly and function it is important to differentiate effects on the pro-
tein insertion and assemblymachinery fromdirect effects onmembrane
proteins.
4. Lipids as topological determinants
Since proteins and lipids have co-evolved to guarantee assembly
of functional membrane proteins, a lipid involvement in topological
decisions only becomes evident when membrane lipid compositionis changed. Use of reagent strains of E. coli cells to systematically reg-
ulate membrane lipid composition [58,60,62–64] coupled with
methods for determining protein topology revealed that membrane
lipid composition is a critical determinant of TMD orientation with re-
spect to the plane of the membrane bilayer. The substituted cysteine
accessibility method as applied to TMD topology (SCAMTMD) [65,66]
was reﬁned to assess the topological organization of membrane pro-
teins in whole cells [61,67,68], in inside out and right side out cell
membrane vesicles [61] and after reconstitution into liposomes of de-
ﬁned lipid composition [69,70]. When assembled in membranes lack-
ing PE, the orientation of the N-terminal six-TMD α-helical bundle of
lactose permease (LacY) [48,61] and the N-terminal two-TMD hairpin
of phenylalanine permease (PheP) [68] and γ-aminobutyrate perme-
ase (GabP) [71] are inverted with respect to the plane of the mem-
brane bilayer and the C-terminal domains of each respective protein
(Fig. 3B and D).
Structural features, individual chemical properties, and the collec-
tive physical properties of lipids in association with each other must
be considered when assessing protein–lipid interactions. The charge
properties of PE are dampened by the formation of an internal charge
paired ring between the phosphate and amine moieties [72]. Such a
ring is not formed by the zwitterionic phospholipid PC due to the
Fig. 3. Topological organization of LacY, PheP, and GabP as a function of membrane lipid composition. TMDs (Roman numerals) and EMDs (Arabic numerals) are sequentially numbered
from the N-terminus to C-terminus with EMDs exposed to the periplasm (P) or cytoplasm (C) as in wild type cells. Net charge of EMDs and distribution of positive (red) and negative
(green) charges are shown. Topology of LacY is shown after initial assembly in PE-containing cells (A), after either initial assembly in PE-lacking cells or after dilution of PE following initial
assembly in PE-containing cells (B), or after initiation of PE synthesis post-assembly of LacY in PE-lacking cells (C). EMD P7 is recognized by monoclonal antibody 4B1 in PE-containing
(speciﬁc conformation) but not in PE-lacking (loss of native conformation) cells. Charges in TMD VII salt bridge with charges in TMDs X and XI in native LacY. The interconversion of to-
pological conformers (A, B and C) is reversible in both directions. Topology and EMD charge distribution of the lipid sensitive domains of PheP and GabP are shown in PE-containing and
PE-lacking cells (D).
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are both capable of countering the high negative charge density contrib-
uted to the lipid bilayer surface by net negatively charged phospholipids
such as CL, PA, PG or phosphatidylinositol (PI). The glycolipids,
monoglucosyl diacylglycerol (GlcDAG) and diglucosyl diacylglycerol
(GlcGlcDAG), have no charge character and therefore are also effective
diluents of negative charge (Fig. 2A). If collective charge properties of
themembrane surface are important for propermembrane topogenesis,
all these lipids should share the same capability to support proper
topogenesis of polytopic membrane proteins in spite of the marked dif-
ferences in their physical and chemical properties.
To address this question under physiological conditions, foreign
lipids with net zero charge were introduced into a PE-lacking strain
of E. coli (Fig. 2B). Introduction of the gene (mgs) encoding the
A. laidlawii GlcDAG synthase or the mgs gene and the gene (dgs)
encoding the A. laidlawii GlcGlcDAG synthase resulted in GlcDAG [59]
or GlcGlcDAG [73], respectively, replacing the normal 70% PE with
about 30–40% of the neutral glycolipid (Fig. 2B). Introduction of the
L. pneumophila pcsA gene (encoding PC synthase) into the PE-lacking
mutant coupledwith supplementation of the growthmediumwith cho-
line resulted in 70% PC with the remainder beingmostly PG and CL [62]
(Fig. 2B). Strikingly, the replacement of PE in vivo by the foreign lipids
PC [62], GlcDAG [64] or GlcGlcDAG [73] restored wild type TMD topolo-
gy of the N-terminal helical bundle of LacY. Moreover, LacY
reconstituted into proteoliposomes containing in vivo equivalent
amounts of PE, PC, GlcDAG, or GlcGlcDAG plus anionic PG and CL
displayed native topology; the inverted topology for the N-terminalsix-TMD bundlewas observed in proteoliposomesmade from only neg-
atively charged PG and CL [74]. The faithful mimicking in vitro of in vivo
effects of the absence or presence of net zero charged lipids strongly in-
dicates that direct lipid–LacY interactions govern membrane protein
TMD organization.
Therefore, TMD topology is sensitive to the charge density on the
membrane surface i.e. neutral GlcDAG and GlcGlcDAG and zwitterionic
PE and PC all dilute the negative charge of themembrane surface creat-
ed by PG andCL. At the same time these net neutral lipids support native
LacY topology. Physical properties such as imposing lateral stress or
membrane curvature (properties of only PE and GlcDAG) appear not
to be important determinants of topological organization. Although it
is surprising that E. coli is tolerant to such major changes in membrane
lipid composition, these results emphasize the importance of similar
collective charge properties of lipids in determining membrane protein
topology rather than a strict structural or physical requirement, as ob-
served for proteins.
Another topologically important feature of polytopic membrane
proteins is the folding of EMDs [75]. Since an EMD needs to be unfolded
for translocation or reversal of orientation by the translocon, rapid and
stable co-translational folding or glycosylation (Fig. 1, #12 or #13, re-
spectively) can ensure the location of an EMD. In the case of LacY proper
folding of EMD P7 depends on PE acting as a non-protein molecular
chaperone (termed lipochaperone) [76–78]. As will be discussed in
the next section, proper folding of P7 is necessary for wild type LacY
transport activity and does not occur in cells or liposomes containing
only anionic lipids. Thus, membrane lipid composition inﬂuences both
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5. Lipid-dependent structure–function relationships
The secondary transporters like LacY carry out energy dependent
transport to concentrate substrate by coupling uphill accumulation of
substrate to downhill movement of protons generated by the electro-
chemical membrane potential. In the absence of a membrane potential
these transporters facilitate downhill movement of substrate and thus
equilibrate substrate across the membrane. In the absence of PE or
other net neutral lipids LacY, PheP and GabP [68,71,79] and possibly
many other secondary transporters only carry out downhill transport
even though the cell maintains a robust membrane potential [79]. The
retention of partial function indicates a compact folded structure even
in the absence of PE. In the case of LacY there is a strong correlation be-
tween the proper folding of EMD P7 and uphill transport function [80].
Native folding of this domain can be assessed by recognition of P7 by the
conformationally sensitive monoclonal antibody 4B1 [80]. Mis-folding
of P7 alters the packing of TMDs in the C-terminal half of LacY. This sig-
niﬁcantly lowers the abnormally high pKa of a glutamate in TMD X thus
disrupting the proton wire involved in symport of the substrate and a
proton [81]. Proper folding of P7 and uphill transport is supported by
PE [77], GlcDAG and PC in vivo but not by GlcGlcDAG [62]. The head
group of GlcGlcDAG may be too large to allow complete acquisition of
P7 domain structure because of steric clashes with the bulky disaccha-
ride group. Reconstitution of puriﬁed LacY (from PE-containing or PE-
lacking cells) in liposomes made of total lipid extracts from cells con-
taining PE, PC or GlcDAG (but not GlcGlcDAG) also supported uphill
transport and recognition by monoclonal antibody 4B1 indicating a di-
rect effect of these lipids on the proper folding of the P7 domain [74].
Previous reconstitution studies of LacY into liposomes containing PCs
with only unsaturated fatty acids did not result in uphill transport
[82]. However, PE and PC containing at least one saturated fatty acid
or those derived from E. coli cells (primarily one saturated and one un-
saturated fatty acid) did support uphill transport and recognition of P7
bymonoclonal antibody 4B1 after reconstitution [74]. Therefore, proper
folding of P7 and support for uphill transport does not strictly depend
on the chemical properties of the net neutral head group but rather on
the combined physical and chemical properties of the head group and
the fatty acids.
6. What property of proteins makes them sensitive to membrane
lipid composition?
Inspection of the distribution of charged residues in the cytoplasmic
EMDs of LacY, PheP and GabP (that aremis-oriented in PE-lacking cells)
shows a pattern of positively charged residues mixed with negatively
charged residues (Fig. 3). In fact NT, C2 and C4 of PheP are net +1,
−1 and neutral, respectively. This suggests that the translocation po-
tential of negatively charged amino acids, which is known to be weak
relative to the retention potential of positively charged residues [68],
is enhanced in the absence of PE. In order to investigate whether the
presence of both negatively and positively charged residues is the
basis for topological sensitivity to the lipid environment, charged res-
idues within the cytoplasmic domains of the N-terminal bundle of
LacY and N-terminal hairpin of PheP were altered and topological or-
ganization was assessed in whole cells as a function of lipid composi-
tion using SCAMTMD [48,67].
Increasing the net positive charge of the cytoplasmic face of the
N-terminal six-TMD bundle of LacY by one in a position independent
manner prevented inversion in PE-lacking cells [48]. A similar result
was found for the N-terminal hairpin of PheP [67]. However, inversion
of this LacY domain in PE-containing cells required a change in net
charge from +6 to−6 for the whole-bundle cytoplasmic surface. This
result strongly indicates that the weak translocation signal providedby negatively charged residues is due to the presence of PE. Therefore,
PE dampens the translocation potential of negatively charged residues
in favor of positively charged residues acting as retention signals. Also
the net charge of the cytoplasmic surface of the whole N-terminal six-
TMD bundle responds as an independently folding unit.
These results support (i) the dominance of the positively charged
residues as retention signals over negatively charged residue as translo-
cation signals in PE-containing cells, (ii) the attenuating effect of PE on
the translocation potential of negatively charged residues and (iii) sug-
gest that negatively charged residues can play an active role as
topogenic signals dependent on the membrane lipid composition.
7. Long- and short-range lipid–protein interactions
What is necessary and sufﬁcient for a change in TMD orientation
within a membrane in response to changes in membrane lipid compo-
sition? A primary feature would be the presence of cytoplasmic do-
mains containing a mixture of negatively and positively charged
residuesﬂanking a TMD.However, such domainsmust be free of restric-
tions preventing different orientations relative to other parts of the pro-
tein. In order for the N- and C-terminal six-TMD bundles of LacY to
respond to the lipid environment independent of each other there
must exist a ﬂexible hinge region (or topogenic conﬂicting domain,
Fig. 1B, #10) between the independently folding domains. Indeed the
inversion of N-terminal bundle of LacY in PE-lacking cells coincides
with periplasmic exposure (Fig. 3B) of the marginally hydrophobic
(ΔG = −1.4 kcal/mol) TMD VII [48]. The hydrophilic nature of TMD
VII appears to directly inﬂuence the operation of the molecular hinge
within LacY. An increase in TMD VII hydrophobicity by replacement of
one negatively charged residue by a hydrophobic residue (Asp240Ile
mutation) prevents TMD VII exposure to the periplasm and simulta-
neously blocks the inversion of the N-terminal helical bundle. Consis-
tent with this conclusion is that in the case of PheP and GabP, TMD III
becomes a mini-loop (Fig. 3D) that no longer spans the membrane to
allow the N-terminal hairpin to invert in PE-lacking cells [67,68,71].
The thermodynamically favorable inversion of the N-terminal bun-
dle brought about by lipid–protein interactions is countered by the ther-
modynamically unfavorable aqueous exposure of this TMD when its
hydrophobicity is increased [48]. Therefore, the positive driving force
for inversion must balance the negative energy cost of exposing a
TMD to an aqueous environment. Since the translocation potential of
negatively charged residues is greatly enhanced in the absence of PE,
it would be expected that increasing the translocation potential of
neighboring EMDs could overcome this thermodynamic barrier to in-
version of topology. This proved to be the case. An increase in the net
negative charge of the cytoplasmic surface of the N-terminal bundle
from +6 to −6 overcame the block to inversion in PE-lacking cells
caused by an increase in hydrophobicity of TMD VII [67].
In support of these conclusions the higher hydrophobicity of TMD
VII in the E. coli sucrose permease (CscB) relative to LacY appears to de-
sensitize CscB to topological inversion in PE-lacking cells [67]. However,
a progressive increase in the net negative charge of the cytoplasmic sur-
face of the six-TMDN-terminal helical bundle of CscB resulted in a com-
plete inversion of TMDs N-terminal to TMD VII ﬁrst in PE-lacking cells
(from +6 to−6) and then in PE-containing cells (from +6 to−10).
The results with LacY, PheP and CscB demonstrate that PE enhances
the retention potential of positively charged residues and reduces the
translocation potential of negatively charged residues thereby provid-
ing amolecular basis for the operation of the Positive Inside Rule for do-
mains containing a mixture of positively and negatively charged
residues particularly when the latter are in excess. The thermodynamic
block to exposure of a hydrophobic TMD to an aqueous environment
can be overridden by the increased translocation potential of negatively
charged residues in PE-lacking cells. The results with LacY and CscB il-
lustrate how long-range interactions can override local electrostatic
and hydrophobic forces.
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The native topological orientation of LacY in PE-lacking cells was
maintained by the elimination in a position-independent manner
of anyone of three negative chargeswithin otherwise positively charged
EMDs (either C2, C4 or C6) on the cytoplasmic surface of the N-terminal
bundle. Similarly, introduction of a single positively charged residue
was sufﬁcient to prevent mis-orientation [48]. Therefore, positively
charged residues exert their topogenic effect globally and can be potent
even in a retrograde manner, i.e. a change in the charge of EMD C6
(located between TMDs VI and VII) or a change in the hydrophobicity
of TMD VII results in a topological change in TMDs that were already
synthesized and most likely residing outside of the translocon. This
ﬁnding was further supported in the case of EmrE where placement of
a single positively charged amino acid at the C-terminus was potent
enough to reorient the preceding four- or ﬁve-TMD helical bundle [83]
post-translationally.
Therefore either LacY [48], the EmrE monomer [83] or CscB (Vitrac,
Bogdanov and Dowhan, unpublished data) can be forced to obey the
Positive Inside Rule either by elimination of negatively charged residues
or by introduction of positively charged residues within any of the cyto-
plasmic domains thus demonstrating the high potency of positively
charged residues. These results also provided the evidence that inter-
pretation of Positive Inside Rule could be started from anywhere within
a nascent sequence even in a retrograde manner (i.e. from the C-end to
N-end). Thus the ﬁnal topology is determined by cooperative short-
range and long-range lipid–protein and intra-protein interactions that
occur well after the nascent polypeptide exits the translocon.
9. The Charge Balance Rule
If interactions in themembrane–aqueous interfacial region between
charged EMDs and the collective charge of the membrane surface are a
determinant of TMDorientation, then alterations in the charge nature of
either the lipid head groups or the protein domains should affect ﬁnal
protein topology. As was described in previous sections, the effects of
net charge were the same whether these resulted from the lipid or the
protein thus supporting charge interaction in a complementary manner
between the cytoplasmic domains and the bilayer surface as a determi-
nant of topological organization. Therefore, the proposed Charge
Balance Rule (Fig. 1B #14) is an extension of the Positive Inside Rule
with incorporation of the effects of lipid–protein interactions [84]. A
byproduct of these effects allows the presence of negatively charged
amino acids in cytoplasmic domains necessary to support protein func-
tionwithout affectingprotein topology [48,85]. Several of the negatively
charged residues on the cytoplasmic side of LacY are important in its
function but would be counterproductive if allowed to be strong
topogenic signals. Furthermore, the principle of the Charge Balance
Rule can be extended to a balance between long-range interactions,
i.e. positive thermodynamic driving force derived from lipid–protein in-
teractions can balance with the loss of hydrophobic forces resulting
from the exposure of a TMD to an aqueous environment.
Earlier studies indicated that the interaction between positively
charged amino acids and negatively charged lipid head groupsmay pro-
vide the molecular basis for the Positive Inside Rule [34]. Increasing
the net positive charge of EMDs or increasing membrane anionic lipid
content prevented translocation of EMDs containing only positively
charged and neutral residues. These results initially appear to be in con-
ﬂict with the Charge Balance Rule. However, the role of negatively
charged amino acids was not considered in these experiments. For
EMDs containing negatively charged residues, increasing the mem-
brane surface negative charge density increases the translocation po-
tential of negatively charged residues in opposition to the retention
potential of positively charged residues [48,67]. This is consistent with
requiring a large number of negatively charged residues to induce in-
version in PE-containing cells while requiring an increase in numberof positively charged residues to prevent inversion in PE-lacking cells.
Therefore, interactions of positively charged residues with anionic
lipid head groups may still explain execution of the Positive Inside
Rule but the attenuating effect of negatively charged residues must be
considered as the collective negative charge density of the membrane
surface is increased.
Howmightmembrane lipid composition affect the translocation po-
tential of negatively charged (acidic) amino acids in EMDs? The pKa of
negatively charged amino acids of the multidrug transporter LmrP
from Lactococcus lactiswas determined as a function of the lipid compo-
sition after reconstitution in proteoliposomes [86]. In proteoliposomes
composed of PE, PG and CL, pKa values of acidic residues were unex-
pectedly raised to 6–7 making these residues less prone to ionization.
However, in the presence of only PG and CL, the pKa values of acidic res-
idues were 4–5, which is also unexpected due to the high negative
charge density of the interfacial region that should hinder ionization
[87]. Therefore, the pKa upshift caused by PE appears to selectively neu-
tralize negatively charged residues. Transbilayer asymmetry of PE in the
inner membrane might play a role if E. coli asymmetry (unknown)mir-
rors that of Bacillus megaterium where the inner leaﬂet contains twice
the PE of the outer leaﬂet [88]. Such a distribution would dampen neg-
ative charges at the cytoplasmic surface with a reduced effect at the
periplasmic surface. The positive outward membrane potential, which
was demonstrated to drive negatively charged EMDs outward [29,30],
could also provide an asymmetric component. For EMDs containing a
mixture of negative and positive charges the presence of PE would in-
crease cytoplasmic retention of the EMD by neutralizing negatively
charged residues. This would result in an increase in the positive charge
of the EMD. Conversely, the absence of PEwould potentiate ionization of
acidic amino acids in favor of domain translocation (Fig. 4).
The Charge Balance Rule was recently tested in vitro with a eubacte-
rial proteorhodopsin [89]. This seven TMDmembrane protein has an in-
herent asymmetric surface charge density across the membrane. The
net negative N-terminal EMD and the net positive C-terminal EMD do-
main are oriented to opposite sides of themembrane. The orientation of
the protein reconstituted into liposomes wasmonitored as a function of
the surface charge density (zwitterionic, anionic or cationic) of the lipid
bilayer. The protein assumed anN-terminal out and C-terminal in orien-
tation in negatively charged liposomes and an opposite orientation in
net neutral or positively charged liposomes. The effective charge of
the EMDs and the lipid bilayer surface charge cooperatively governed
preferential orientation of this polytopic membrane protein. Therefore,
the Charge Balance Rule appears to be a general assembly rule formem-
brane proteins.
10. Post-assembly reversibility of topology
Since lipid–protein interactions apparently independent and outside
of the translocon are determinants of ﬁnal protein topology, can chang-
es in the topology and structure of a fully folded and functional mem-
brane protein occur in response to changes in the lipid environment?
Such a resultwould be in conﬂictwith dogma that assumes stable orien-
tation of highly hydrophobic TMDsdue to the assumed large free energy
barrier to passage of hydrophilic ﬂanking EMDs through the lipid bilay-
er. The development of E. coli strains in which lipid composition can be
controlled dynamically as a function of added inducers for the expres-
sion of lipid biosynthetic enzymes provided the means to answer this
question in vivo [48,60,61]. LacY synthesis in initially PE-lacking cells
was ﬁrst induced by isopropyl ß-D-thiogalactoside from its native pro-
moter followed by removal of the inducer (ceases new LacY synthesis).
Addition of an inducer for the pssA gene resulted in synthesize of PE
post-assembly of LacY into its inverted topology. Analysis of the topo-
logical organization of LacY by SCAMTMD showed a dramatic reorienta-
tion of TMD III–TMD VI to their native orientation and insertion of the
solvent exposed TMD VII into the membrane (Fig. 3C). The N-terminal
EMD and TMD I of LacY remained in their non-native orientation, and
Fig. 4. PE and the Charge Balance Rule. A cytoplasmic EMD is shown containing amixture of negatively and positively charged amino acids. Left Panel. According to the Charge Balance Rule
PE (black) would raise the pKa and suppress the translocation potential of negatively charged residues (green), which increases the effective positive charge potential of the EMD (+3)
thus favoring its retention on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. Right Panel. In the absence of PE (red) negatively charged residues exert their full translocation potential and result
in translocation of thedomain that nowexhibits a lower effective net positive charge (+1). Even though the charge is still net+1, negatively charged residuesmay exhibit stronger signals
than positively charged residues in the absence of PE. The membrane potential (positive outward) determines EMD directionality. This ﬁgure was modiﬁed from the original ﬁgure pub-
lished in [85] © Annual Reviews of Biochemistry.
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spanned the membrane [48]. This post-assembly reorientation of
TMDs was shown to be fully reversible by ﬁrst synthesis of LacY in PE-
containing cells followed by removal of both inducers. Dilution of PE
to low levels resulted in the inverted topological organization of LacY
(Fig. 3B) [60]. Therefore, the topological re-organization post-
assembly of proteins is bi-directional. Although surprising, these results
are still consistent with the Charge Balance Rule. The increase in mem-
brane PE content after complete folding of LacY would be expected to
increase the probability of the N-terminal helical bundle to adopt the
correct orientation due to strengthening of the Positive Inside Rule.
The depletion of PE post-assembly of LacY in PE-containingmembranes
would increase translocation potential of negatively charged residues
(Fig. 4) resulting in inversion of topology.
E. coli LacY and PheP so far are the only native polytopic membrane
proteins forwhich lipid-dependent post-insertional TMD re-orientation
has been deﬁnitively demonstrated [48,61,68]. However post-
insertional re-orientation is not restricted to the secondary transporters.
SecG, an integral membrane subunit of the E. coli translocon, undergoes
reversible re-orientation coupled to its function in ATP- and SecA-
dependent translocation of pre-proteins [90]. In the resting state SecG
is a helical hairpinwith theN- and C-termini exposed to the periplasmic
space. However, SecG undergoes transmembrane topology inversion
during the protein translocation process. It is quite interesting that the
N-terminal domain of SecG is net negative and does not possess a pos-
itive charge consistent with its periplasmic exposure. Positively and
negatively charged residues exist close to each other in equal amounts
among the cytoplasmic EMD and the long C-terminal EMD. Close en-
counter of SecG with a novel glycolipid is required for reversible inver-
sion of the SecG hairpin. The glycolipid is composed of diacylglycerol
and a glycan chain of three acetylated aminosugars linked through py-
rophosphate [36].
The mechanism by which CD38 catalyzes the formation and hydro-
lysis of cyclic ADP-ribose with the former acting as an intracellular
Ca2+-mobilizing messenger remains controversial due to exposure of
the C-terminal catalytic domain to the extracellular surface. Recently,
it was demonstrated that CD38 exists as amixture of two potentially in-
terconvertible topologically forms [91]. A TMD is followed by the cata-
lytic C-terminal domain, which is either oriented to the exterior of the
cell (type II orientation) or the interior of the cell (type III orientation).
The number of positive charged amino acids is about the same in the
EMDs ﬂanking this TMD. However, TMD orientation of CD38 was con-
verted from a mixture of type II and type III orientations to uniform
type III by changing four positively charged amino acids to aspartic
acid in the EMDN-terminal to the TMD. This conversion increased intra-
cellular levels of cyclic ADP-ribose. Phosphorylation/dephosphorylation
of three native serines within this same EMD was suggested as aphysiological post-assembly mechanism to regulate the ratio between
the type II and type III orientation and thus cyclic ADP-ribose levels.
The ability of membrane proteins to undergo large topological rear-
rangements post-assembly into functional proteins challenges the
dogma that once transmembrane orientation is established in a fully
mature protein, topology is stable and static. Clearly membrane protein
structure is dynamic rather than static and can respond to changes
in membrane lipid composition in the local environment, which
occurs during cell division, membrane ﬁssion and fusion, movement
of proteins in and out of lipid rafts, and metabolic changes in
polyphosphorylated PI pools. As proteins trafﬁc through the secretory
system of eukaryotic cells, membrane proteins encounter dramatic
changes in the lipid environment. Topological changes in membrane
proteins post-assembly are a possible means of regulating protein
function or coding proteins for turnover. Such changes could occur by
transfer of the protein to a different cellularmembrane, dynamic chang-
es in local lipid composition within the same membrane, or post-
translational charge modiﬁcation of EMD charges of a membrane pro-
tein such as by phosphorylation/dephosphorylation cycles [91]. The
freely reversible interconversion of topological conformers in response
to changes in lipid environment can explain the different topological or-
ganizations of the sameprotein in differentmembranes in the same cell.
Therefore, the effects of changes in lipid environment must be consid-
ered as a possible regulatory mechanism.
11. How are lipid-dependent transmembrane topological
inversions governed?
Phospholipids might exert their effect onmembrane protein topolo-
gy either directly by interacting with the topogenic signals or indirectly
by inﬂuencing the assembly machinery. The second possibility repre-
sents a reasonable alternative, since many of the components of the as-
sembly machinery are known to be lipid-dependent [92]. The former
possibility is reasonable based on simple equilibriumand the lowest en-
ergy considerations within a given lipid environment.
Several lines of in vitro evidence strongly indicate that polytopic
membrane protein topogenesis is driven thermodynamically by direct
lipid–protein interactions. LacY puriﬁed from either PE-lacking or PE-
containing cells adopts inverted or proper topology after reconstitution
in PE-lacking or PE-containing liposomes, respectively. This demon-
strates that the topogenic inﬂuence of lipids is largely independent of
other protein factors and from the in vivo folding history of the protein
[70]. These experiments leave little doubt that direct lipid–protein in-
teractions outside and independent of the transloconmachinery are de-
terminants of TMD orientation even after full protein maturation. These
in vitro results support conclusions drawn from in vivo experiments
where N-terminal topological organization after release from the
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C-terminal topogenic signals [83].
Further conﬁrmation has been obtained that TMD re-orientation
post-assembly requires no other cellular factors other than a change in
lipid environment. The topological organization of LacY was analyzed
in an in vitro proteoliposome system in which lipid composition can
be systematically controlled before (liposomes) and after (ﬂiposomes)
reconstitution [69] using a methyl-ß-cyclodextrin-mediated lipid
exchange technique [93].Methyl-ß-cyclodextrin facilitates the rapid ex-
change of phospholipids between the outer monolayers of donor
multilamellar lipid vesicles and recipient small unilamellar vesicles
(liposomes) without bilayer fusion or disruption of bilayer integrity
[93]. This new ﬂiposome technology allows determination of the mini-
mum and sufﬁcient requirements for a protein to ﬂip between topolog-
ically distinct states. The approach also provides a means to establish
whether this interconversion is thermodynamically driven by the
properties of the protein interacting with its lipid environment inde-
pendent of other cellular factors. The in vivo interconversion between
topological conformers of LacY was faithfully reproduced in a PE dose-
dependent manner by either increasing or decreasing PE levels in pro-
teoliposomes after reconstitution of LacY puriﬁed from PE-containing
or PE-lacking cells.
Therefore, post-assembly bi-directional changes in TMD orientation
are thermodynamically driven and determined by direct lipid–protein
interactions, which are governed by the inherent properties of the pro-
tein and its lipid environment. Initial orientations and post-assembly re-
orientations may still require unknown molecular chaperones or other
factors to kinetically aid in response to the lipid environment. However,
in the ﬂiposome system the rates of protein ﬂipping in both directions
occurred on a second scale following the changing lipid composition
of the proteoliposomes (Vitrac, Bogdanov andDowhan, unpublished re-
sult). This result is consistent with the low energy barrier observed
in vivo for transmembrane rearrangements driven primarily by direct
lipid–protein interactions rather than an indirect involvement of other
factors affected by changes in lipid composition. The apparent low acti-
vation energy in vivo and in vitro for protein re-organization in the lipid
bilayer strongly suggests a thermodynamically driven process, which
can occur at any time and in any membrane. Therefore, either most
membrane proteins must be designed to prevent such topological
changes while a subset of proteins may be designed to take advantage
of topological dynamics to regulate or change their function.
Interestingly, reconstitution of LacY [69] and other membrane pro-
teins [94] by rapid dilution in the presence of preformed liposomes con-
taining native lipid composition results in a uniform topological
orientation. However, overall orientation is opposite that observed in
cellswith normally cytoplasmic domains oriented outward andnormal-
ly periplasmic domains oriented inward. In such experiments there is
no membrane potential and lipid bilayer asymmetry is not a factor. In
this case the effect of net neutral lipids like PE in raising the pKa of acidic
amino acids (see Section 9)might provide an explanation. The presence
of PE would make EMDs containing both negatively and positively
charged amino acids highly positively charged. EMDs containingmostly
negatively charged amino acids would be essentially neutral. This
would favor the retention of the former positively charged EMDs and
translocation of the latter more neutral EMDs through the low-
dielectric hydrophobic lipid bilayer in accordancewith a physicalmech-
anism involving electrically neutral residue transfer [87]. Conversely, in
the absence of PE the EMDs enriched in acidic residues would become
negatively charged, which would hinder their translocation. EMDs con-
taining both negatively and positively charged residues would become
more neutral thus facilitating translocation through the lipid bilayer.
The result would be an overall opposite, as compared to proteolipo-
somes containing PE, but still unidirectional orientation. The energeti-
cally favorable partitioning of a membrane protein into the lipid
bilayer would provide the driving force for translocation of neutral
EMDs across the membrane.However, what might be the driving force for dynamic changes
in protein topological organization in response to a change in
proteoliposome lipid composition is yet unknown. In the lipid exchange
process lipids enter the outer leaﬂet of proteoliposomes, but lipid bilay-
er asymmetry appears not to be a factor [69]. In the case of LacY a con-
sideration of the effects of a change in lipid composition on the
properties of the two aspartate residues in TMVIImay provide the driv-
ing force for reorientation. In the absence of PE the low hydrophobicity
of TM VII (now an EMD in close association with the surface of the lipid
bilayer [48]) would be maintained by ionization of the aspartate resi-
dues. Introduction of PE would promote selective protonation of these
residues due to the experimentally demonstrated effect of this lipid on
the pKa of acidic amino acids [86]. The result would be a drastic increase
in the hydrophobicity of TM VII favoring its insertion into hydrophobic
core of the membrane. The free energy gained from insertion of TM
VII would thermodynamically drive reorientation of the N-terminal he-
lical bundle as was demonstrated in whole cells [48]. Dilution of PE
would have the opposite effect. Further experimental veriﬁcation of
the effects of membrane lipid composition on the properties of charged
amino acids remains to be carried out.12. Lipid-dependent generation of dual topologies
Dogma assumes that all copies of an integral membrane protein
have the same orientation relative to the membrane bilayer and such
orientation once attained does not change. Yet a number of membrane
proteins have been shown to exist in more than one topological organi-
zation with respect to their TMDs either in the same membrane or in
different membranes within the same cell [60,95,96]. The best docu-
mented cases for membrane proteins with dual topologies are bi-
functional enzymes or proteins, which have been reviewed elsewhere
[95]. The generation of equal amounts of oppositely oriented proteins
within the samemembrane is well beyond the control of the translocon
[97]. Therefore, existence of dual and multiple topologies of the same
membrane protein raises intriguing questions concerning the mecha-
nism of membrane protein topogenesis. So far there is no mechanistic
understanding of how dual topologies are generated and maintained
within one membrane or between different membranes in the same
cell. How might the ratio of topological conformers be controlled? Are
topological conformers in rapid equilibrium with each other or stably
expressed? If multiple conformers are interconvertible, what factors
are involved? Is topological organization highly cooperative resulting
in a sharp transition between conformers or of low cooperativity
resulting in mixtures of conformers?
By using the tet-regulated control of pssA gene expression, the level
of PE can be regulated in a dose responsivemanner between 5% and 75%
of total phospholipid uniformly throughout the cell culture [60]. This al-
lows the titration of the topological effect of lipids in vivo. In vivo LacY
displays a mixture of topological conformations ranging from complete
inversion of the N-terminal helical bundle to mixed topology and then
to completely native topology as PE is increased from near zero to 75%
of membrane phospholipids at the time of initial synthesis. At interme-
diate levels of PE (about 30%), LacY co-exists in living cells as two topo-
logically distinct and stable conformers in about equal amounts (i.e. the
wild type conformation and the non-native inverted conformation nor-
mally seen in cells lacking PE, see Fig. 3A and B). Therewas no threshold
level of PE determining a sharp transition from one topological con-
former to the other. Co-existing conformers were thermodynamically
locked and not in rapid equilibrium at a steady-state lipid composition.
Therefore, mixtures of topological conformers in the same membrane
are not only dependent on the protein sequence as previously demon-
strated [46,67] but are also regulated by membrane lipid composition
in a dose-dependent manner. However, increasing or decreasing PE
content post-assembly resulted in the expected increase or decrease
of the native conformer, respectively.
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effects of lipids in the same manner as was done in vivo to determine
the minimum and sufﬁcient requirements for a protein to adopt a
dual topology. Reconstitution of LacY in liposomes with varied PE
content also resulted in the same ratio of topological conformers as ob-
served in vivo at varying PE content. Therefore, LacY can insert simulta-
neously into the liposomal bilayer in two opposite orientations. The
ratio between these multiple conformers is determined by the mol% of
PE [69]. The in vitro experiments also demonstrated that the multiple
topological conformers were not in rapid equilibrium with each other.
The ratio of conformers can also change in response to post-assembly
changes in lipid composition as observed in living cells [60]. Most pro-
posed mechanisms for generation of multiple topologies rely on pro-
teins with weak topogenic signals [98,99]. However, LacY possesses
strong topological signals and highly hydrophobic membrane domains.
Therefore, in vivo and in vitro experiments with LacY indicate that
membrane lipid composition in concert with protein sequence can be
the basis for the generation and stable co-existence of dual topologies
for a single protein in the same membrane.
These in vitro results further conﬁrm that the balance of electrostatic
and hydrophobic forces and the collective properties of both the protein
and lipid environment are important decision-making factors in the
thermodynamically driven process of membrane protein topogenesis.
The results support conclusions that could not be made based solely
on in vivo observations. The formation and co-existence of multiple to-
pological conformers is an inherent property of some membrane pro-
teins and their lipid environment. The membrane protein insertion/
assembly machinery or any other cellular factors are not necessarily re-
quired to orchestrate a mixed topological organization within the same
membrane. Since examples exist in nature of proteins that exhibit topo-
logical and functional duality, these results provide a potential molecu-
lar mechanism by which the same gene product can exist in multiple
structural forms.
The bi-directionality and reversibility of topogenesis of transmem-
brane protein structure observed in vivo and in vitro can be used to
build a thermodynamic based and lipid-dependent model for shifting
the equilibriumbetween different conformational states of amembrane
protein (Fig. 5). At the extremes of lipid composition, a nascent protein
folds into its single respective lowest energy state. At an intermediate
lipid composition, there is a point during the folding process whereFig. 5. Dual minima energy folding funnel for LacY as a function of membrane lipid com-
position. The schematic depicts a two-dimensional section through the three-dimensional
protein folding funnel. The folding of LacY to its lowest free energy state (G) proceeds via a
funnel-shaped energy landscape whose shape is deﬁned by the physicochemical proper-
ties of the lipid environment (green, 75% PE; red, intermediate % PE; blue, 0% PE). The to-
pology of the N-terminal bundle of LacY is responsive to the membrane PE content.
During initial folding of LacY multiple topological conformers are in rapid equilibrium,
but subsequent folding events result in a stable mixture of conformers determined by
the percent PE and separated by a high activation energy. A change in the PE content raises
the free energy of the conformers resulting in a redistribution of conformers governed by
the newPE content. This ﬁgurewas originally published in [60]© theAmerican Society for
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.multiple conformer precursors are in rapid equilibrium with the pro-
portion of each conformer dictated by the lipid composition. As each
precursor continues to fold to its lowest energy state, the ﬁnal con-
formers are separated by a high activation energy. This provides a ther-
modynamic block to interconversion between the two conformations
resulting in stable dual conformations within the same membrane.
The simplest interpretation of the bi-directional reorganization process
is that raising or lowering of PE levels would destabilize the folded state
of the inverted or native conformer, respectively. Increasing the energy
state of the destabilized conformer would allow reorientation of TMDs
in spontaneous response to the new lipid environment.
Since such interconversions are solely thermodynamically driven, a
change in lipid compositionwithin any cell membrane need not require
other cellular factors to initiate a change in protein organization. Mem-
brane protein topogenesis can be re-directed to a new TMD organiza-
tion by either post-translational (phosphorylation) modiﬁcations of
proteins [91] or by different lipid compositions. As noted earlier, the lat-
ter changes along the intracellular protein trafﬁcking pathways. Thus
proteins can either organize intomultiple conformers at the time of syn-
thesis in the endoplasmic reticulum or bacterial membrane or once
transported to their ﬁnal residentmembrane undergo a change in topo-
logical organization. The fact that protein sequence deﬁnes topological
organization but is written for a speciﬁc lipid environment explains im-
proper transmembrane organization ofmanymembrane proteinswhen
expressed in a foreignhost [100]. This thermodynamicmodel of dynam-
ic membrane protein topogenesis explains how both uniform and dual
topological organization of different membrane proteins can co-exist
within the same membrane. The model also provides a physiologically
plausible mechanism and theoretical basis for further investigation of
proteins in more complex eukaryotic systems where multiple protein
conformers exist.
Several reports demonstrated that the changes in cholesterol levels
in the endoplasmic reticulum membrane might affect topogenesis and
result in either aberrant topology or topological heterogeneity of mem-
brane proteins. Because cholesterol does not possess any charge, it can
act to dilute the negatively charged membrane surface as dictated by
the Charge Balance Rule. The large (L) envelope protein of hepatitis B
virus exists in two functionally distinct topological conformers
[101,102] whose distribution varies with the endoplasmic reticulum
cholesterol content. Progressive lowering of cholesterol levels in host
cells converts the dual topology of viral L protein into a uniform one
[103].
Spermatozoa become capable of fertilization through a series of
membrane changes including a change in lipid composition resulting
in a drastic reorganization of both lipids and proteins leading to uniform
raft formation. Remarkably the topological organization of a bull sperm
Na+/K+ ATPase, a protein involved in cell signaling in sperm during ca-
pacitation (depletion of sperm coat cholesterol and glycoproteins), was
found to be critically dependent on cholesterol levels after reconstitu-
tion into proteoliposomes with lipid compositions that mirrored
in vivo raft compositions. Cholesterol directly affected orientation of
this protein. After incorporation of the β subunit of Na+/K+ ATPase
into liposomes, the orientation of the protein was right side out in the
presence of cholesterol and inside out in the presence of drastically re-
duced cholesterol. These observationsmimic events, which could be as-
sociated with movement of the protein in and out of lipid rafts, raft
break down or cholesterol efﬂux from spermmembranes during capac-
itation [104]. Thus the results suggest an interestingmechanism for reg-
ulation of the function of a membrane protein through sensing of
cholesterol levels or movement in and out of lipid rafts.
13. Membrane protein topological bias and membrane
lipid composition
The ratio of net negatively charged phospholipids to net zero
charged lipids (zwitterionic or uncharged) is highly regulated and
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though there is a broad range of ratios when comparing different bacte-
ria. If the Charge Balance Rule applies generally over a wide range of
organisms, then the net positive charge of cytoplasmic EMDs of homol-
ogous membranes protein over a broad number of bacteria should in-
crease as the proportion of anionic lipids increases in membranes in
order to maintain the same protein topological orientation.
A bioinformatic approach was used to compare the sequences of
bacterial small multidrug resistance (SMR) protein homologues and
the lipid proﬁles of their respective host organisms [51]. The results
were as predicted by the Charge Balance Rule. As the ratio of anionic
to net neutral lipids in the host membranes increased, the inside posi-
tive bias of EMDs of homologous SMR proteins increased presumably
to maintain the same topological organization. Therefore, evolution
cannot only impart different membrane topologies on related and ho-
mologous proteins by shufﬂing positively charged residues between
EMDs, as has been proposed [99], but also through changes in mem-
brane lipid composition without introducing mutations in the protein
[60]. These results suggest that during the course of evolution both pro-
teins and lipids co-evolved in the context of the lipid environment of the
membrane in which both are mutually dependent on each other.
14. Conclusions
Multiple assembly rules, topogenic sequences and topological deter-
minants (translocon, phospholipids,membrane potential) ensure prop-
er membrane protein topogenesis. At the same time these same factors
allow for dynamic post-translational TMD orientation resulting in uni-
form topology, alternative topologies or dual topology depending on
the membrane lipid composition or physiological state of the cell. By
taking advantage of the well-characterized E. coli system and in vitro
membrane protein reconstitution techniques, the lipid composition in
genetically altered strains or in proteoliposomes can be manipulated
temporally or in a dose-dependent manner. Using these systems the
role of individual lipids in the complex processes of membrane protein
assembly and protein structural dynamics can be determined. The close
agreement between in vivo and in vitro results indicates that the gener-
al principles governing these processes in bacteria can be extrapolated
to more complex biological systems.
TMD orientation is determined by the sum of responses of the trans-
locationmachinery, membrane potential andmembrane lipid composi-
tion to independent signals provided by TMD hydrophobicity and
ﬂanking positive and negative charges. All must act in concert initially
at the time of presentation to the translocon channel and then to the
lipid bilayer after clearance from the translocon. The translocation ma-
chinery initially inﬂuences TMD orientation, but ﬁnal topology is deter-
mined outside the translocon in the accordance with Charge Balance
Rule by short-range interactions between the protein and the lipid envi-
ronment and by long-range interactions within the protein as indepen-
dently folding domains assume their native structure. Lipid–protein
interactions affect the potency of charged residues as topological signals
and thus provide a physiological basis for Positive InsideRule. According
to the Charge Balance Rule the translocation potential of negatively
charged amino acids working in opposition to the Positive Inside Rule
is largely attenuated by the presence of PE and other net neutral lipids.
This explains the dominance of positively charged residues as retention
signals in wild type cells. Topological organization of a membrane pro-
tein, once established, is not static but can be dynamic in response to
changes in lipid environment. Membrane protein topogenesis is a pri-
marily thermodynamically driven process with lipid–protein interac-
tions as a major determinant of which topological organization is
energetically favored. Other factors such as the hydrophobicity of a
TMD to potentially act as a hinge region between independently folding
domains also determines the existence of dual topological states or the
possibility to change topology in response to changes in the lipid envi-
ronment. These dynamic TMD rearrangements constitute an entirelynovel lipid-dependent biological switch for generation of functional
and structural heterogeneity for a single polypeptide chain within the
samemembrane or different subcellularmembranes. This proof of prin-
ciple observation has important implication for membrane proteins in
eukaryotic cells. Lipid-dependent TMD conformational dependence
and switches illustrate an elegant way to regulate a membrane protein
function between different membranes or within the same membrane
where lipid composition is not uniform either spatially or temporally.
Therefore, differences in lipid composition between membranes en-
countered by proteins during intracellular trafﬁcking and sorting may
play an important role in determining eukaryoticmembrane protein or-
ganization and function.
At themoment alteration of lipid composition inmammalian cells or
whole animals poses signiﬁcant barriers as an experimental approach to
validate extrapolation of folding and assembly rules to more complex
biological systems. Limited studies may be possible in yeast since viable
mutants with altered lipid composition [105] are available. However,
there is close correlation in E. coli between the effects of lipid alteration
from in vivo studies and in vitro proteoliposomes studies. Therefore, the
ﬂiposome reconstitution systems described here should be directly ap-
plicable to mammalian proteins to determine if changes in local mem-
brane lipid composition have similar effects as observed in bacteria.
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